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DaySpace



Light as natural as daylight

DaySpace
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Harness the ultimate 
exibility of on-site
articulation of luminaires, 
making lighting the
key element of 
architectural design.
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For your lighting challenges that may inspire exciting 
new concepts or rejuvenate routine patterns. 
DaySpace offers a distinctive approach with the 
emphasis on the overall integrated look of the 
ceiling rather than on the luminaire itself.
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DaySpace discreetly integrates into the ceiling to deliver 
soft and ethereal yet brilliant environments. 
A luminous web or well-dened squares perched for a 
geometric yet whimsical space – DaySpace comes to 
your design rescue
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Balanced illumination to work 
within any architectural style.

Now you can create spaces that will 
allow people within them to focus, 
learn and recharge without harsh hot 
spots or glaring reections.
DaySpace increases the perceived
volume of a space, this luminaire is
also ideal for lower ceilings and
smaller spaces such as private oces
and break out areas.
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Create an endless array of patterns.

DaySpace appear weightless, and so
utterly organic that it becomes a
natural design element of the built
environment. These predened tiles
are just a handful of examples of the
variety DaySpace has to oer. Go
simple, or go big DaySpace can help
you achieve your luminous design
vision.
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Why it's easy to choose 

• Optical design and clean 
aesthetic result in soft 
light with low-glare.

• Excellent workplane 
uniformity with vertical

 and horizontal 
illumaination.

• Flexible choices of 
suspended and recessed

 mounting

• Customizable backplate 
for creative freedom

• Multiple lumen packages 
and three dierent 
standard color 
temperatures 4000K 
and 6500K.

DaySpace

Array of Patterns
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Benefits Applications Ceilling types

Discreetly integrates 
into the ceiling

Appear weightless

Sleek and minimalist 
aesthetic

On Site Articulation

Endless array of patterns

Customizable backplate

For one-of-a-kind designs

Gentle, glare free illumination

Increased acoustics

Architectural recessed
Suspended Lighting

Suitable for 
row mounting

Offices

Banks

Healthcare

Hospitality

Schools

Fashion

Open T-grid

Drywall
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DaySpace 
 Endless Possibilities , Create your own design

DaySpace is offered in suspended and recessed mounted. 
The luminire can be covered from the back side with the 
Armstrong ceiling that is being used in the ceiling or the 
metal back plates in selected RAL shaded available in the 
catalogue. Standard back plate templates  are also 
available which the designers can customize on their own 
to integrate them with the interiors 

Back Plate Option
Finished attachments which can be ordered from Philips

Standard Back Plate Template
Template which can be used  at site by the Interior install
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Technical Specification Ordering Data

Dimensional Diagram
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